FAQS BEFORE THE ADMISSION
1.

When do I come for seeking admission to IDOL?
Answer. Admissions for all the courses of IDOL start in about
second week of July.

2.

When will my examination be conducted?
Answer. Examinations of IDOL are held in the month of
March/ April for all the courses of IDOL excluding B. Sc. IT, M.
Sc. IT and MCA courses in which semester wise examinations
are conducted.

3.

Are there any projects or practical works conducted for IDOL
courses?
Answer. There are no projects and practical works for all
courses at IDOL. However, there are assignments for MA
(Education), and project works for technical courses. For the
courses not claiming for projects, assignments or practical works,
the students will have to solve hundred marks written
examinations.

4.

I passed HSC from Science stream; can I get admission to
Commerce stream?
Answer. YES, if you have opted for Mathematics and
Geography at HSC (Science), you can get admission for FY
B.Com at IDOL.

5.

I have passed F.Y. B.Com from IDOL; can I get admission for
SYBA?
Answer. In IDOL, once you take admission to one stream, you
cannot change it. If you still want to do so, you need to start
form F.Y. B.A. if you are eligible.

6.

I have passed HSC from Arts stream; can I get admission to
commerce stream?
Answer. YES, if you have opted for Mathematics, Economics
and Geography in HSC (Arts stream), you can get admission for
FY B. com at IDOL.
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7.

I am a diploma holder in Computer Engineering approved by
MSBTE (Maharashtra state board of technical education); can I
get admission in second year of B. Sc. (IT) at IDOL?
Answer. YES, you can get admission to second year of B.Sc. (IT)

8.

I am a student of IDOL. I have ATKT’s in both FY and SY (BA
or B. Com); can I, now, get admission to TY (BA and B. Com)?
Answer. NO, you cannot.

9.

How many ATKT’s are allowed in getting admission for the
next academic year?
Answer. Only ATKT’s in two paper with aggregate of two
hundred marks are allowed to get admission in next academic
year.

10.

I have cleared UET (University Entrance Test) from an Open
University; can I get admission for First Year in IDOL?
Answer. No.

11.

I am a student with two years diploma of Nautical Science
from BITS PILLANI Rajasthan Institute; can I get admission
for TY B. Sc Nautical technology course at IDOL?
Answer. Yes, since you have completed your two years diploma
from BITS PILLANI Rajasthan Institute, you can get admission
for TY B. Sc. Nautical technology course of IDOL.

12.

I have cleared T.Y. B. Com but I have still ATKT’s in FY and
SY B. Com; can I seek admission to M. Com?
Answer. No, you cannot.

13.

I have passed my TY examination, but I have an ATKT at FY
and SY examinations; do I get my TY result?
Answer. No.

14.

I have passed in supplementary exam (June to October); can I
get admission for next academic year?
Answer. Student those who passed in supplementary exam
(June to October) cannot get admission for next academic year.
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15.

I have done my D. Ed. Course after SSC; am I eligible for
seeking admission to F.Y. B. Com?
Answer. Yes, you are eligible.

16.

I have passed my MA,/M. Mom/ MA (education) part I from
other university; can I get admission to part II at IDOL?
Answer. No, you cannot.

17.

When is an Entrance Examination for admission to MCA
conducted? And what is the basic qualification for appearing
in the Entrance Examination?
Answer. For the admission to MCA at IDOL, the Entrance
Examination is conducted in the month of June. Exam forms for
the same (Entry Forms) are filled in the month of May. The
eligibility is as follows: graduate in any faculty of a recognized
University with minimum 45% marks (minimum 40% for
reserved category) and Mathematics at XII or higher level. Final
Year Degree Students will be allowed to appear at the Entrance
Test.

18.

I have completed MCA F.Y. and S.Y. through regular college;
now can I can get admission to T. Y. MCA at IDOL?
Answer. Yes, you can; if you have passed all semester
examinations and you possess an NOC (No Objection Certificate)
from previous college you did you FY and SY MCA.

19.

I have passed FY/SY of BBI, BMS, BAF; can I get admission to
TY B. Com at IDOL?
Answer. No, you cannot.

20.

Where do I get my roll Number?
Answer. Your roll number will be uploaded on our website in
the month of December.

21.

When and where do I procure the Admission Form from?
Answer. FY. B. A./ B. Com./ B. Sc. And First Year MA/
M.com/ M. Sc. Admission will be done online while for SY and
Second year courses, the Admission Forms will be collected
from IDOL, at Vidyanagari Campus.
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22.

I have a gap in my studies, now I want to take admission to
complete my studies; do I get admission? And how?
Answer. You're not required Gap Certificate. However, if you
are a student belonging to any reserved category, you need to
produce it.

23.

Can I complete a two-year or three-year course in one
academic year?
Answer. No.

24.

In colleges, they have 60-40 pattern of examinations; does
IDOL have the same?
Answer. No

25.

I have passed 7th or 10th standard; can I directly take admission
to FY at IDOL, as I can do in Open University?
Answer. No.

26.

I have passed in October/ November examination; can I take
admission for the examinations to be held in the month of
March/ April of the same academic year?
Answer. No.

27.

When are the examination forms being filled and submitted?
Answer. Examination Forms for the October/ November
examination are filled and submitted in the month of July, and
those of March/ April examination in the month of December.

28.

When and where do I get my hall-ticket?
Answer. You can collect you hall-ticket at IDOL before four
days of the commencement of your examination.

29.

When and where do I get examination time-table?
Answer. The examination time-table is uploaded on our website
before 10 days of the commencement of your examination.
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PERSONAL CONTACT
QUESTION.

PROGRAMME

(PCP

CENTER)

RELATED

1) When do PCP Center starts?
Ans:- PCP Center starts in the month of November.
2) Is it compulsory to student to attend the lectures in PCP centers?
Ans:- It is not compulsory to student to attend the lectures in PCP centers
(except students of BSC IT, Computer Science MSC IT, Computer Science and
MCA).
3) What documents should student carry along with them while visiting PCP
centers?
Ans:- Student should carry their respective Identity cards while visiting PCP
centers.
4) Whom does students should contact if they have queries related to
timetable and syllabus?
Ans:- Student can talk to the PCP co-ordinators in related to queries regarding
syllabus and timetable.
5) What is the schedule to attend the lectures?
Ans:- Daily evening 6:00 pm To 8:00 pm including Sunday lectures are
conducted in PCP centers.
After the admission
1.
What is the validity of the admission for all the courses of IDOL?
Ans:- Admission is valid for five years and if the student appeared for the
respective exam then it is valid for life time.
2.
After taking admission in IDOL within how many days students
need to submit their (Tc and Migration certificate?
Answer. After completing the admission process, within two months the
students should submit their Tc and Migration certificate.
3.
When do students of IDOl courses their roll numbers ?
Answer. Students of IDOL courses get their roll numbers in the month of June.
4.
After taking admission in IDOL within how many days we can get
bonafide certificate?
Answer. A) Current academic year students can apply for their bonafide
certificate after getting their roll numbers in the month of January.
B) Students of previous year can get their bonafide certificate within 7
days after submitting the bonafide application from.
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5. After getting admission in FY/SY/TY of IDOL courses what is the
process to produce Tc?
Answer. For students who admitted in FY/SY/TY class in IDOL need to
submit their Tc application form which is in prospectus with the admission
form itself and IDOL is going to bring it.
6. Students admitted for the current year is necessary to fill the exam forms?
Answer. No, Students admitted for the current academic year has to till their
exam forms as they submit their exam form along with the admission form.
7. In IDOL which students need to fill their exam forms?
Answer. In IDOL those students who did not appeared for their exam of
October and April and reapeter students need to fill their exam forms.
FAQ After the Exams.
1)
Within how many days results are declared in IDOL?
Answer. Result are declared within 40-45 days after the exam of the respective
class gets over.
2)
When do students get their original certificate back of ‘HSC’ which
they submit in IDOL during the time of admission to FY.
Answer. Students can collect their original documents of HSC which they
submit during the time admission after the results of the same academic year.
3)
In IDOL those students who had not submitted their HSC passing
certificate and failed in second year can fill their exam forms?
Answer. In IDOL those students who had not submitted their HSC passing
certificate and failed in second year can not fill their exam forms.
4)
Do IDOL send their result through post to the students?
Answer. IDOL do not send their results to the students through post.
5)
In IDOL in which month students need to submit their exam forms
for appearing the exam of March, April, May?
Answer. In IDOL after the results of October
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FAQ Before the examination
1)
In how many languages could IDOL students can answer they
questions.
Answer. In three languages viz , Marathi, Hindi, English can IDOL students
answer their question.
2)
If during the time of admission the student has mentioned answer in
language as English in the exam form and at the time of exam if the student
want to change his language then the student can change the subject?
Answer. In IDOL student can change the language during the time of exam.
3)
In IDOL what is a procedure of TYBA to pass?
Ans:- a) Those student who opted for single subject (that is 6 papers) and in
exam if the student failed in one subject then they have to appeared for all the
papers.
b) Those student who opted for two subject (three papers) and if the
student failed in one subject then the student need to appear all the three
papers of the respective group.
4) In IDOL which subjects are there in for TYBcom?
Answer. In IDOL there are two groups viz Accounts groups and Management
group in TYBcom.
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